Reprographics Request Form

Job #:_________        Date Received by Reprographics___________                Date Required _______________

Delivered _____________                Pick Up _____________________

Requested By:
Instructor ___________________________Department ______________________  Cost Center ____________
Email address __________________________Phone_________________________

Course title ____________________________________ Course number ________

Number of students in class___________ (approximate, if registration incomplete)

Location _________________       Delivery Location ______________

Authorization Signature ____________________________________Print______________________________

Job Description:

# of Pages _______________        # of Copies _______________

Paper Size:   Letter (8.5 x 11) ____________   Legal (8.5 x 14) _____________   Other ______________

Black & White _____________       Color_______________      Confidential_______________

Collated ________   Stapled __________   Folded ________  3-Hole _________  Bound ________

Test ________   Single Sided _________   Double Sided __________Paper Color_______________

Copyrighted Material    Yes________   No ________

By selecting No, you are acknowledging that the material IS NOT copyrighted!

If Yes PLEASE refer to the Copyright Compliance Agreement below
Please remember to attach your permission form from the publisher!

Special Instructions: __________________________________________________________________________

Note: All originals for request must be print ready
• All staples and paper clips must be removed
• No books or magazines will be copied ( No copies made from the Glass)
• All originals should be on standard 20 pound paper
• Do not fold originals
• Originals should be numbered
COPYRIGHT COMPLIANCE AGREEMENT

The copyright law (Title 17, U.S. Code) governs the making of photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted material. Copies must be made in compliance with the “fair use” provisions of Section 107 and with The Copyright Guidelines for CUNY (http://cuny.edu/libraries/services/copyright.html). Photocopies must be made in compliance with the four “fair use” principles. All four factors are considered, but the last factor is the most important in determining whether a particular use is “fair.”

FAIR USE
1. The purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for non-profit, or educational purposes;
2. The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole **;
3. The nature of the copyrighted work;
4. The effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.

Reprographics follows the guidelines of 17 U.S.C. Section 107. Copying materials is the initiative of the faculty solely for the non-commercial, educational usage for the students. If a user makes a request for a photocopy or reproduction for purposes in excess of “fair use,” that user may be held liable for copyright infringement. The College of Staten Island reserves the right to refuse to accept a request, if in its judgment; fulfillment of the order would involve violation of the copyright law.

** Our Copyright policy states that we consider as fair use the placing of one chapter of a book for one semester. Reprographics will not accept material that does not comply with the above unless you provide documentation of permission granted. In addition, the use of the same chapter in a subsequent semester for the same course necessitates permission from the copyright holder for each use.

STATEMENT OF COPYRIGHT COMPLIANCE

I understand that I am responsible for the copyright compliance of this material. I have read and fully understand the copyright and fair use statement, and I affirm that any material I have submitted this term meets the fair use provisions as established by the U.S. Copyright Law, The Copyright Guidelines for CUNY, or that permission has been obtained for reproduction.

Instructor’s Signature________________________________ Date____/____/_____